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EET 3371: Data Communications and Computer  Networks 

 

Date:        Time: 2Hrs 
             
 

Instructions to candidates 
Attempt question ONE and any other TWO questions 
 
 

QUESTION 1 (30 marks) 
 

a. Visible light is part of the electromagnetic spectrum. What basic applications is the 
spectrum band used for in data transmission?      (3 marks) 

  
b. Hope FM radio station is transmitting its programs at a frequency of 104.4 MHz. 

Assuming that velocity of free space is 3x108 metres /sec, determine: 
i) The wavelength at this frequency 
ii)  Typical ¼ λ element that can be used to intercept Muuga FM programs 

             (4 marks)  
c. Sketches in fig1 (a) and fig1 (b) depict some modulation schemes that have been 

used in data encoding. Identify the modulation schemes. Hence state with reasons 
the quality of signal that results from each of the encoding scheme.  (4 marks) 

 
d. With aid of diagrams compare the propagation properties of 3-modes of fiber 

optic cable         (6 marks)  
e. With aid of a sketch diagram describe the use of a MAU (multistation access unit) 

in the implementation of a physical ring topology    (5 marks) 
 

f. Odd parity can be used to check a block of messages for errors. Determine the bit 
in error in the block of messages below. Identify the message in error and correct 
the error.                       (4 marks) 

 
 
 
        

 
 
 
g. List the 7 layers of the OSI in ascending order. Hence state the function of the 

network layer.        (4 marks) 
 

M1   0  11001011 
M2   0  00110111 
M3   1  10101000 
  10111011       Column Parity bits 
                  Row parity bits 
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QUESTION 2 (15 marks) 

a. Define hamming distance of two code words. Hence determine the hamming 
distance of the code words: M1=10011001 and M2= 10000111      (3 marks) 

 
b. A communication system conveys five possible messages with probabilities of 

M1=1/16, M2=¼, M3=1/16, M4=1/8 and M5=½ respectively. Model the 
messages for transmission using Huffman code. Hence determine: 

i. Maximum information content H (max) 
ii. Entropy H (A) of the transmitted message. 

iii.  Efficiency of the code 
Comment on your results.         (8 marks) 
 

c.  Pulse code modulation (PCM) is a data digitization technique. What does the term 
sampling mean with regard to this technique? State the criterion for sampling. 
              (4 marks) 

 
QUESTION 3 (15  marks) 

a. With reference to data communication channels, state the differences between, 
narrow band, voice band and wideband.       (3 marks)  

 
b. A communication channel may be simplex, half duplex or full duplex. Explain. 

            (3 marks) 
c. State the advantages of digital signal over analog signal in a transmission 

medium.            (3 marks) 
 
d. Explain the principle underlying time division multiplexing (TDM) in broadband 

data transmission. Why is TDM better suited for digital data transmission than 
analog data?                     (6 marks)  

 
 
QUESTION 4 (15 marks) 

a. The IEEE 802.11 is a wireless computer networking standard in common use 
today:  

i. What wireless standards does it describe?           (2 marks) 
ii.  For the wireless standards in (i) above outline the frequency and range 

(distance) specifications of the standards           (4 marks)  
 

b. Explain the role of a Bridge and Network Interface cards (NIC) in computer 
networks. In what OSI layers are these devices found?           (5 marks) 
 

c. Give the characteristics of the following wireless networks with regard to 
technology and range of coverage: 

a. WIFI wireless personal area network  
b. Bluetooth wireless networks          (4 marks) 
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QUESTION 5 (15 marks) 
 
a.  Distinguish between message switching and Datagram packet switching in terms 

of circuit establishment, data transfer and circuit termination.        (4 marks) 
 
b. How does a physical LAN topology differ from a logical LAN topology?  

               (3 marks) 
c)  CSMA/CD and Token ring are medium access control (MAC) protocols used in 

local area networks (LANS). Describe how the protocols are used to access the 
medium in each case.             (4 marks) 

 
d. An IP address is given in the form: 192.128.0.21. 

i) In what format is the address 
ii)   Express the address in binary format. 
iii)   State with reasons the class of the Network.        (4marks) 

 

 
Fig 1(a) 
 
 

 

 
Fig 1(b) 


